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Getting deep
systems that reason
and know when they

don’t know

Responsible AI 
systems that explain
their decisions and
co-evolve with the

humans

Open AI systems
that are easy to

realize and
understandable for
the domain experts



Deep Probabilistic Learning

My team and I in the Machine Learning 
group would like to make computers
learn so much about the world, so 
rapidly and flexibly, as humans.
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The dream of AI is not new

Talos, an ancient mythical
automaton with artificial intelligence
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Downfall of 
humanity… AI is the saviour of

the world?

AI seems to have many faces

Saviour of
the world
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What
is AI?
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Humans
are
smart

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
XQ79UUIOeWc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQ79UUIOeWc
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AI asks, can
machines be
smart, too?

„the science and engineering of
making intelligent machines, 
especially intelligent computer
programs. 

It is related to the similar task of
using computers to understand
human intelligence, but AI does
not have to confine itself to
methods that are biologically
observable.“

- John McCarthy, Stanford (1956),
coined the term AI, Turing Awardee
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1956 – The Birth of AI
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Learning Thinking Planning

Vision Robotic Reading
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Machine 
Learning

the science "concerned with 
the question of how to 
construct computer programs 
that automatically improve with 
experience”
- Tom Mitchell (1997) CMU
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Deep 
Learning a form of machine

learning that makes
use of artificial
neural networks

Geoffrey Hinton
Google
Univ. Toronto (CAN)

Yann LeCun
Facebook (USA)

Yoshua Bengio
Univ. Montreal (CAN)
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Computer Science

Artificial
Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

Deep
Learning

Overall Picture
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Real personNot a real 
person
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P(           |                     )?heart
attack
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P(           |                     )?heart
attack
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P(           |                     )?heart
attack
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Graphical models

Standard machine learning

Gaussian Processes

Autoencoder, 
Deep Learning and many more …

Interpretation

t

F (t)

f (t)

Weibull pdf and cdf:

f (t) = bctc-1e-btc

F(t) = 1 - e-btc

therefore:

f (t) = bctc-1 - bctc-1F(t)

thus:
• the Weibull implicitly encodes a subtractive growth process
• growth and decline are polynomial in t
• decline depends on F(t)

Diffusion Models

Distillation/LUPI

Big 
Model Small

Model

teaches

Features

O
bj

ec
ts

Big Data Matrix Factorization

Graph Mining

Boosting
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EHRs are dirty and interconnected

PatientID Date Prescribed    Date Filled    Physician    Medication    Dose    Duration

P1            5/17/98            5/18/98         Jones          prilosec 10mg    3 months

PatientID SNP1  SNP2   …  SNP500K

P1         AA      AB                BB
P2         AB      BB                AA

PatientID Gender Birthdate

P1          M      3/22/63

PatientID Date    Physician  Symptoms      Diagnosis

P1       1/1/01    Smith     palpitations   hypoglycemic
P1       2/1/03    Jones      fever, aches    influenza

PatientID Date     Lab Test        Result

P1       1/1/01  blood glucose       42

P1       1/9/01  blood glucose       ??
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[Circulation; 92(8), 2157-62, 1995; 
JACC; 43, 842-7, 2004]

Plaque in the left 
coronary artery

Atherosclerosis is the cause of the majority of 
Acute Myocardial Infarctions (heart attacks)

[Kersting, Driessens ICML´08; Karwath, Kersting, Landwehr ICDM´08; Natarajan, Joshi, Tadepelli, Kersting, Shavlik. IJCAI´11; 
Natarajan, Kersting, Ip, Jacobs, Carr IAAI `13; Yang, Kersting, Terry, Carr, Natarajan  AIME ´15; Khot, Natarajan, Kersting, Shavlik
ICDM´13, MLJ´12, MLJ´15, Yang, Kersting, Natarajan BIBM`17]

Algorithm
for Mining Markov Logic 

Networks

Likelihood
The higher, the better

AUC-ROC
The higher, the better

AUC-PR
The higher, the better

Time
The lower, the better

Boosting 0.81 0.96 0.93 9s
LSM 0.73 0.54 0.62 93 hrs

Probability

Logical Variables 
(Abstraction) Rule/Database view

37200x
faster

11% 78% 50%

25%

The higher, 
the better

Natarajan, Khot, Kersting, Shavlik. Boosted Statistical Relational Learners. Springer Brief 2015 

Understanding Electronic Health Records

state-of-the-art
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdUHX72qxeY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdUHX72qxeY
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Optical Illusions

Stereotypes
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AI systems that can acquire
human-like communication and
reasoning capabilities, with the
ability to recognise new
situations and adapt to them.

The third wave of AI

Human-like

Handcrafted

1980

Learning

2010

soon
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SVHN SEMEIONMNIST

Train & Evaluate Transfer Testing
[Bradshaw et al. arXiv:1707.02476 2017]

DNNs often have no probabilistic
semantics. They are not 
calibrated joint distributions.

[Peharz, Vergari, Molina, Stelzner, Trapp, Kersting, Ghahramani UDL@UAI 2018]
Input log „likelihood“ (sum over outputs)

fre
qu

en
cy

P(Y|X) ≠ P(Y,X)

Many DNNs cannot
distinguish the

datasets
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Random sum-product networks
[Peharz, Vergari, Molina, Stelzner, Kersting, Ghahramani UAI 2019]

prototypes
outliers

prototypes
outliers

input log likelihood

fre
qu

en
cy

SPNs can distinguish the
datasets

Build a random SPN 
structure. This can be 
done in an informed 
way or completely at 
random

SPNs can have
similar predictive
performances as

(simple) DNNs
SPNs know when they do 

not know by design
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How do we do data 
science offshore?

[Sommer, Oppermann, Molina, Binnig, Kersting, Koch ICDD 2018]
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Homomorphic sum-product network
[Molina, Weinert, Treiber, Schneider, Kersting 2019]

There are generic protocols to
validate computations on 
authenticated data without
knowledge of the secret key

#### DNA MSPN ####
Gates: 298208 Yao Bytes: 9542656 Depth: 615

#### DNA PSPN ####
Gates: 228272 Yao Bytes: 7304704 Depth: 589

#### NIPS MSPN ####
Gates: 1001477 Yao Bytes: 32047264 Depth: 970
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The Explorative Automatic Statistician
[Vergari, Molina, Peharz, Ghahramani, Kersting, Valera AAAI 2019]

We can even 
automatically 
discovers the 
statistical types and 
parametric forms of 
the variables

outlier

missing
value

Bayesian Type Discovery Mixed Sum-Product Network Automatic Statistician
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That is, the machine understands the data 
with few expert input …

…and can compile data reports automatically

Völker: “DeepNotebooks –

Interactive data analysis

using Sum-Product 

Networks.“ MSc Thesis, 

TU Darmstadt, 2018

Exploring the Titanic dataset

This report describes the dataset Titanic and contains
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The machine understands the data 
with no expert input …

…and can compile data reports automatically

Explanations* 

(computable in 

linear time in the

size of the SPN) 

showing the

impact of
"gender" on the

chances of
survival for the

Titanic dataset

*Similar to [Lapuschkin et al., Nature Communication 10:1096, 2019]
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Neural Embeddings
Words and sentences in 
vector spaces

vector[Queen] =  vector[King]  - vector[Man] + vector[Woman]  
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The Moral Choice Machine
Not all stereotypes are bad

Generate embedding for new
question „Should I … ?“

Embedding of
„Yes, I should“

Embedding of
„No, I should not“

Calculate
cosine similarity

Calculate
cosine similarity

Report most
similar answer

[Jentzsch, Schramowski, Rothkopf, 
Kersting  AIES 2019]
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[Jentzsch, Schramowski, Rothkopf, 
Kersting  AIES 2019]

https://www.hr-fernsehen.de/sendungen-a-
z/hauptsache-kultur/sendungen/hauptsache-
kultur,sendung-56324.html

The Moral Choice Machine
Not all stereotypes are bad

https://www.hr-fernsehen.de/sendungen-a-z/hauptsache-kultur/sendungen/hauptsache-kultur,sendung-56324.html
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Lake, Salakhutdinov, Tenenbaum, Science 350 (6266), 1332-1338, 2015

Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, Goodman, Science 331 (6022), 1279-1285, 2011

The twin science: cognitive science
"How do we humans get so much from so little?" and by that 

I mean how do we acquire our understanding of the world 
given what is clearly by today's engineering standards so little 
data, so little time, and so little energy.

Josh Tenenbaum, MIT

Algorithms of intelligent behaviour
teach us a lot about ourselves
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